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Program Overview
Title Talk was a program series designed to recreate the in-person, spontaneous reader’s
advisory that takes place in libraries, in an informal, social, and virtual setting. Staff at Henrico
County Public Library (HCPL) sought ways to maintain book discussions virtually when public
health concerns prevented in-person library services. Book discussions are a cornerstone of
library programming, and book discussion groups at HCPL have regular attendees who wanted
to stay connected during the shutdown. HCPL devised as a solution a series of open-ended book
discussion groups called Title Talk, where library book discussion leaders and attendees could
share recommended titles, critique recent reads, and pursue their reading interests in a virtual
group conversation. Title Talk was expanded to serve teens, and Teen Title Talk developed into
a popular series for teens craving a less-structured way to connect over literature and fandoms
outside of their regular virtual learning environments. Title Talk was an innovative solution to a
challenge many library systems face during the pandemic.

Problem/Challenge/Situation Faced by Locality
When the novel coronavirus arrived in central Virginia, Henrico County Public Library (HCPL)
briefly closed to the public. Before contactless curbside pickup was implemented, there was a
time period during which physical books could not be checked out from the collection. This posed
a challenge for book discussion groups, which are a cornerstone of library programming. Many
book discussion group members are older adults, who were at risk of social isolation during the
pandemic, and would benefit from a continuation of book discussion groups. After the first few
weeks of the shutdown, groups that already had checked out copies of their upcoming titles had
met virtually where they could, and were facing a disruption to their meeting schedules. HCPL’s
book discussion groups needed to evolve so that they could stay connected and serve the
community in the absence of a physical collection.
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How Program Fulfilled Awards Criteria
Library systems across the country had to adapt to how the pandemic has disrupted public
services and programming. As case counts waxed and waned, libraries closed and reopened.
Staying connected to community members was a challenge. Many libraries will need to maintain
some virtual program offerings indefinitely. Many library systems may face severe budget
restrictions and may be unable to fund programs or book discussions they and their communities
relied upon in the past. Both community members and library staff miss the opportunity to discuss
books that may be of interest in the casual way that often happens with a visit to the library. Title
Talk offers a way to provide programs, connect people, and find reassuring or recreational media
recommendations in a safe, informal, virtual setting. Title Talk could be replicated by any library
system in the country and would be an appropriate virtual program not only during this pandemic,
but in response to any library closure, natural disaster, or other service interruption. Open-ended
book and media discussions like Title Talk could continue even after the pandemic fades and
library doors reopen in a physical setting, as it can provide an informal entry point for the public
to engage with librarian expertise. Title Talk gave continuity to community members and to
essential library functions like reader’s advisory, book discussions, and community
connectedness through learning.

How Program Was Carried Out
The idea for Title Talk came from a desire to create ways for the public to interact with library staff
when HCPL buildings closed in March 2020. The conversations about books, reading, and all
kinds of subjects that customers have with staff are part of the daily rhythm of the library and one
of a library’s key services. Sometimes these conversations are formal reader’s advisory
interactions, in which staff are providing customers with specific recommendations or helping
customers articulate what it is they like about reading certain things. Just as often, these
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interactions are informal discussions about various types of books and authors, with one
suggestion prompting another and so on. In the absence of traditional book discussions, where
customers check out a copy of a title and discuss with a trained librarian facilitator, Title Talk was
created in order to provide a virtual space where customers could continue discussing literature
with library staff. Participants were encouraged to come with specific asks for library staff. For
each session, library staff prepared a five-minute book talk on a specific genre or subject area
that was either an area of expertise for the staff member, or a high-interest subject for their
community. During the course of Title Talk, popular topics included True Crime, Literary Fiction,
and Narrative Histories.

The first Title Talk session was held on April 23, 2020 virtually using WebEx Meetings. The host
is an experienced discussion leader who is passionate about and reads widely in a variety of
genres. Title Talk was promoted heavily on social media, through the library’s website, and by
individual book discussion leaders to their email mailing lists. Promotion for Title Talk contained
text about the program’s presenter and their interests to drum up interest from people outside of
the facilitator’s regular group members. For the first Title Talk, an Instagram promotion’s caption
read:
“Our very first Title Talk will be this Thursday, April 23 at 6pm! This is an online book discussion
where you can chat with us about what you are reading, share your favorite titles, and get
suggestions from librarians. Bring your questions and comments about books you have been
enjoying. Our host Maggie from Tuckahoe reads widely, and is an expert in Mystery, Thriller,
Suspense, True Crime, and Historical Fiction. Join our Webex meeting using the link in our profile,
password HCPL.”
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Because book discussion leaders are widely experienced in facilitation, conversations could flow
freely from one genre or recommendation to the next, with the staff member providing guidance
and structure where needed. The Webex virtual conferencing platform enabled participants to join
on their computer, mobile device, or by calling in. Attendance skewed older, though the range of
ages present at Title Talk was refreshing, and some showcased a greater diversity of age than a
typical book discussion group. This could be because the virtual setting and less rigid format held
a greater appeal to younger readers. Because there was no single title to focus on, Title Talk
allowed related books, podcasts, music, movies, and other media to be freely and openly
discussed. The sessions were usually small, with no more than 5-7 people, meaning
conversations could be more in-depth. To help keep track of the wide-ranging discussions, as the
facilitator led the group, another staff member recorded the titles mentioned during each session
and made these lists available to participants afterward.

The week after the debut of Title Talk for adults, Teen Title Talk started on Tuesday afternoons
to help teens connect with library staff and discuss their reading preferences with peers in a virtual
environment. Teen Title Talk was structured differently than Title Talk for adults. Teen librarians
created plans for each session, with icebreaker questions, discussion prompts, and a bibliography
of recommended books following a new theme each week. The sessions averaged upwards of 710 participants. Discussions covered favorite novels, manga, podcasts, music, art, and more.

When HCPL locations began curbside pickup service in the summer, Title Talk for adults was
replaced with book discussions about singular titles. It successfully served as a way for library
users to remain connected with the library and with a community of readers, as well as to discuss
recent reads and other interests during a time that library books were inaccessible. It provided an
opportunity for the kind of informal reader’s advisory that takes place inside the library. Teen Title
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Talk remained well-attended until the school year resumed in the fall, at which time it was phased
out and replaced with other Teen programs. The program allowed Teen Services librarians to
continue engaging with their teens and providing informal book recommendations in a virtual
setting while libraries were closed, and programming remained online.

Financing and Staffing
Title Talk was implemented at no cost to the library. It was started using a free Webex account.
Eventually, as the library system ramped up other online programming, Webex accounts were
purchased with existing technology funds to gain access to additional features. There were no
supplies and no books purchased for Title Talk. The resources required consisted of staff time
and expertise. Any library system struggling with continuity of their book discussions during the
pandemic or another natural disaster could implement a program like this at no cost.

Program Results
Title Talk bridged a gap in critical library services during a public health crisis. At a time when
budgets were restricted, and the library needed to pivot to virtual programming quickly, Title Talk
successfully offered a new service at no cost to the library. Sessions for teens and adults
averaged at or near in-person attendance numbers. Many older adults were able to join and
connect with librarians and their peers, and find recommendations for reading and other
entertainment material, during a time of reduced activity and social isolation. Teen Title Talk
participants were able to engage with educational content and socialize virtually without the same
pressures and formality of their virtual schooling. Title Talk was an effective way to recreate the
in-person, spontaneous reader’s advisory that takes place in libraries. The program allowed
hundreds of books, graphic novels, movies, podcasts, and pieces of music to be shared and
discussed between community members.
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Brief Summary
Title Talk was devised as a solution to a problem many libraries faced during the pandemic: how
to maintain connectedness between communities, books and media, and library staff, when library
services went virtual due to the public health crisis. The program series hoped to recreate the
informal, serendipitous exchanges that happen between librarians and patrons in the context of
in-person reader’s advisory, and the type that can occur in book discussion groups. Book
discussion groups are foundational to library programming, and Title Talk aimed to recreate the
discussion environment of free exchange of ideas, insights, and preferences, but in a virtual
setting. The library also hoped to maintain continuity for regular book discussion attendees, many
of whom are older adults who may have been experiencing isolation during the pandemic. The
programs were designed as open-ended, where library book discussion leaders and attendees
could share recommendations, critique recent reads, and get guidance based on their personal
preferences for what to read, listen to, or watch next. Title Talk was expanded to include programs
designed for a teen audience, and Teen Title Talk evolved into a popular series where teens could
discuss their reading preferences as well as various fandoms in a supportive environment with
library staff and like-minded peers. Teen Title Talk provided a less-structured virtual environment
for teens attending virtual school to explore their interests. Title Talk was an innovative solution
to a problem many libraries faced during the pandemic, and can serve as a model for library
systems who seek to continue offering virtual programming, or who need a simple but effective
programming option in the event of future library service interruptions.
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